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Thanks to Vue Cinema Cribbs Causeway, we
have 10 pairs of tickets for the much-antici-
pated new Bond flick, ‘Casino Royale’, on
Wed 15 Nov at 8pm. Grab your chance to
witness the 21st edition to the Bond legacy
(the charity regional premiere, no less), as
007 returns, played for the first time by blue-
eyed smooth-talker Daniel Craig (‘Layer
Cake’/‘Munich’). Follow JB’s attempts to
thwart a tyrannical terrorist over a hand of
poker in this classic Ian Fleming remake. 
To be in with a chance of winning,
simply correctly answer the following
question: How does James Bond like
his Martini served?
a) On the rocks
b) Shaken, not stirred
c) Straight up, with a pickled egg garnish

BBC Audiobooks are reissuing the classic
melting pot of comedy madness and
chaotic absurdity that was ‘Monty
Python’s Flying Circus’. Listen to the best
of Cleese, Idle, Palin, Gilliam, Chapman
and Jones, and some of the best
sketches, songs, catchphrases and ad
hoc bursts of bizarreness. It’s no exag-
geration to say the group has had one of
the most profound influences on
comedy as we know it. And we’ve got five
of the CDs to give away. 
To be in with a chance of winning, simply
respond correctly to the following riddle:
Complete the famous Python catch-
phrase: “And now for something…”
a) Else
b) Completely different
c) With jam in the middle

Hot on the heels of his deliciously good,
self-titled fourth album ‘Ben Kweller’, the
man himself brings his Texan tones and
beguiling brand of adult indie-pop to the
revamped Trinity on Fri 17 Nov. We’ve got
three pairs of tickets to see the former
Radish frontman performing, complete
with six-piece band and organ. 
To be one of three lucky winners, simply
answer this acoustic conundrum: Which
other American of the same forename
did Kweller tour with as The Bens?
a) Ben Folds
b) Ben Dover
c) Ben Benjamin Bennyson

Bob Dylan’s effect on the world of popular
music has been immeasurable during a
career spanning five decades. The American
singer-songwriter, known for nasally
anthemic anti-war and civil rights-themed
hits with a trademark harmonica, has had
his most memorable tours of the 60s and
70s documented in ‘Bob Dylan: The
Unauthorised Documentaries’. We’ve got
three sets, each including the CD sound-
track to ‘Rolling Thunder’ and ‘The Gospel
Years’ with nine exclusive postcards. 
To be in with a chance of winning one,
simply tell us the name of Bob’s well-
known 60s protest song.
a) Throwin’ in the Wind
b) Glowin’ in the Wind
c) Blowin’ in the Wind

Win tickets to the
new Bond film

Answers to us by Fri 10 Nov. Senders of the first
10 correct entries picked from the glove 
compartment of the editor’s Bentley will be 
pronounced the winners. Entry Code: Bond
Ffi: 08712 240240 or www.myvue.co.uk

Win Monty
Python’s Flying
Circus on CD

Answers to us by Fri 10 Nov. Senders of the first
five correct entries picked from the art editor’s
dead parrots will be pronounced the winners.
Entry Code: Monty
Ffi: www.bbcshop.com

Win tickets to 
see Ben Kweller 
at Trinity

Answers to us by Fri 10 Nov. The first three
correct entries to be picked from the food editor’s
ukulele case win the tickets. Entry Code: Ben
Ffi: www.benkweller.com

Win Bob Dylan:
The Unauthorised
Documentaries
DVD box set
Answers to us by Fri 10 Nov. Senders of the first
three correct entries picked from the largest
megaphone at the film editor’s roadside peace
vigil win the goods. Entry Code: Dylan
Ffi: www.bobdylan.com
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